Architecture of Atwood Machine Props with Sensor-based Passive Infrared
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The aim of this research is to develop Atwood machine props with sensor-based PIR (Passive Infrared) to determine the acceleration value of earth gravity. This type of research is an experiment conducted in the physics laboratory of Universitas Indonesia PGRI. Atwood machine was developed by using PIR (Passive Infrared) sensors to detect the movement of the objects used. Based on the trial of the result of the data analysis experiment tool, the acceleration of gravity was obtained $9.87 \pm 0.08$ m/s². Whereas the value of acceleration of gravity in the literature is 9,80665 m/s². The obtained results show that the acceleration of gravity obtained in this research is not much different from the acceleration value of gravity found in the literature so that Atwood machine tool that is developed by using PIR sensor is recommended to be one alternative tool in determining the acceleration of earth gravity.
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I. Introduction

Physics is not merely a theory lesson where its benefits cannot be perceived by society. Physics is one of the natural sciences which became the basis of a wide range of technologies in the world [1]. Physics study about natural phenomena or subject in the scope of space and time, so that the implementation of physics can be used to study how this natural phenomenon occurs [2]. In physics various motion of objects started from the motion of marbles, motion of planet rotation, motion of rocket, or even the motion of an apple falling from the tree are studied in the branch of physics called mechanics. In general mechanics is divided in two subjects, called the dynamics and kinematics. Dynamics study about motion of objects and its causes and kinematics study about motion of objects only without necessarily know the causes [3].

The Atwood machine is a tool that can be used to analyze the mechanisms used to measure acceleration. Typically, a teacher demonstrating the study of gravity only to prove the existence of gravity acceleration, for example by removing an object from a certain height, but students have never directly done the experiment to find out how to determine the acceleration value of gravity that they have been reading through books. The object will fall with an acceleration caused by the gravitational forces of the Earth or Earth’s gravity. This Earth’s gravity causes an object falling from a certain height with an acceleration known as the acceleration of Earth’s gravity.

The acceleration of Earth’s gravity is influenced by the distance of an object from the Earth’s center and the density of Earth’s composition in that coordinate [4]. The acceleration of Earth’s gravity symbolized by 'g' indicates the average acceleration produced by gravitational field on the Earth surface with unit m/s² [5]. With the advance of science, technology and also latest innovation, it provide an opportunity for researchers to create Atwood machine props. Nowadays, Atwood’s machine is used with purposes to demonstrate uniformly accelerated motion with smaller acceleration than the gravitational acceleration $g$ [6].

The Atwood’s machine is a device where two masses hang from the ends of string passing over a pulley that can freely rotate on its horizontal axis [7]. The Atwood machine is an experimental tool used to observe uniform mechanics’ law of motion. This tool began to be developed around the eighteenth century to measure the acceleration of gravity. The props used to describe the relationship between stress, potential energy and kinetic energy using two ballast (different mass) which are $m_1(M+m)$ and $m_2(M)$ connected by a string on a pulley. Objects with larger mass ($m_1$) is higher in position than the lighter mass ($m_2$). Thus, an object with mass $m_2$ will move down because of the effect of gravitational acceleration and pull $m_1$ because of the connected rope in the pulley.
Simply put, this tool is composed of a rope connected to a pulley, which at the end of the rope is hooked with mass of loads $m_1$ and $m_2$. If the mass of the object $m_1$ and $m_2$ are equal ($m_1 = m_2$), then both will be silent. However, if the mass of the object $m_2$ is greater than the mass of the object $m_1$, then the mass $m_1$ will be pulled by the mass.

In this research, the PIR sensor used is HC-SR501 type. Needs of HC-SR501 sensor input according to its datasheet is 4.5-20V DC with maximum current 50uA. The ability to detect the sensor from 3-7 meters with delay between 5-200 seconds. The angle range is 140° [8].

II. Literature Review

Today, it is common that many experimental physics programs include Atwood machines and variable masses to introduce more complex concepts in physics. To study the mass dynamics that make up the Atwood variable machine, the lab usually uses intelligent pulleys [9].

In this Atwood machine contain elements of translational Motion that is uninform linear motion (GLB) and accelerated linear motion (GLBB). According to Marthen Kanginan, uninform linear motion is a rectilinear motion of an object, where in this motion its velocity fixed or no acceleration, so the distance traveled is speed times time [10]. While the accelerated linear motion is rectilinear motion of an object, where the velocity is changing [11]. Not only the uninform linear motion or accelerated linear motion but the working principles of the pulley is also appl. A pulley is a wheel with a rope around and used to ease the work of people [12].

The acceleration of earth's gravity is the acceleration experienced by objects that fall freely from a certain height toward the Earth's surface. Based on the literature, the earth's gravity acceleration value is equal to 9.80665 m/s$^2$[13]. The direction of gravitational acceleration is toward the center of the Earth or perpendicular to the surface of the ground. The magnitude of gravitational acceleration in several different places may not be exactly equal to 9.80665 m/s$^2$. This is due to the difference in mass density and distance of a place from the center of the Earth [14].

The sensor is the equipment used to change a physical quantity to electricity quantity so it can be analyzed with specific electrical network [15]. Passive Infrared sensor is a low cost, low power and reliable sensor [16]. PIR-based system saves power consumption and memory space [17]. IR filter contained in the PIR sensor is capable of filtering the wavelength of passive infrared light between 8 to 14 micrometers. This infrared ray is then captured by the pyro-electric sensor which is the core of the PIR sensor. The pyro-electric sensor consists of gallium nitride, cesium nitrate and lithium tantalate which produces an electric current [8]. However, unlike most of others infrared where they consist of LED and fototransistor, PIR does not emit anything as IR LEDs. In accordance with the name 'passive', this sensor only responds energy from the passive infrared beams which are owned by any objects detected by it [18]. PIR sensor has two sensing elements connected to the input with the order as shown in the following figure [19].
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III. Research Methods/Experiment

1. Tools and materials:
   Atwood machine consist of:
   a. The pole with a pullet at the top
   b. A hanging rope with a negligible mass
   c. Two load of $m_1$ (just above the sensor hole of timer 1) and $m_2$ (located on the stopper) cylindrical with a sharp point underside
   d. Stopper to hold $m_2$
   e. Sensor 1 (at point A) used to turn on stopwatch 1. Sensor 2 (at point B) with double function that are turn off stopwatch 1 and simultaneously turn on stopwatch 2. Sensor 3 (at point C) turnoff stopwatch 2.
   f. The Stopwatch box, which contains stopwatch 1 to record time from point A to point B. Stopwatch 2 to record time from point B to point C.
2. Tool Design:

3. Step Tes Tool:
   a. Prepare the atwood machine device in a flat ground.
   b. Set \( m_1 \) right above the timer sensor 1 and located in the center hole of the sensor and one load again on stopper (\( m_2 \)).
   c. Turn on all stopwatch and reset to zero (0).
   d. The size of the components required for the calculation of the Atwood machine is as follows:

   \[
   \text{Table I: Table of Component Amount} \\
   \begin{array}{c|c}
   \hline
   \text{Quantity} & \text{Units (kg)} \\
   \hline
   \text{Mass of the load} & 0.07 \\
   \text{Mass of the pulley} & 0.4 \\
   \hline
   \end{array}
   \]

e. Press the stopper so mass \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) apart from the and moving down pass the hole sensor timer 1 to turn on the stopwatch 1, then pass hole sensor timer 2 with double function that is turning off stopwatch 1 and simultaneously turn on the stopwatch 2, and the last pass through the sensor hole 3 to turn off the stopwatch 2.

f. Observe and record how much time is shown on stopwatch 1 (time from point A to B (\( t_{AB} \))) and stopwatch 2 (time from point B to C (\( t_{BC} \))).

g. Calculate the acceleration value of gravity by using the formula:

\[
g = \frac{(2M + m_1 + m_2) \cdot \Delta t}{m}
\]

IV. Research Results and Discussion

In this research we get experiment data that is:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\hline
\text{No} & \text{Load \[ M \] (kg)} & \text{Mass of Ballast \[ m \] (kg)} & \text{Time \[ t_{AB} \] (s)} & \text{Time \[ t_{BC} \] (s)} & \text{Acceleration \[ a \] (m/s^2)} \\
\hline
1 & 0.070 & 0.010 & 2.75 & 1.34 & 0.165530 \\
2 & 0.072 & 0.011 & 2.70 & 1.24 & 0.180998 \\
3 & 0.070 & 0.011 & 2.50 & 1.30 & 0.182820 \\
4 & 0.069 & 0.012 & 2.45 & 1.35 & 0.176045 \\
5 & 0.071 & 0.010 & 2.68 & 1.26 & 0.179207 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

After the data were analyzed and the acceleration value of earth gravity was calculated by using the equation (1), so the earth gravity acceleration value in this study was \( (9.87 \pm 0.08) \text{ m/s}^2 \). These results are better than research conducted by Syahrul, et al, who get the acceleration value of earth gravity that is \( 9.619 \text{ m/s}^2 \)[20]. The value obtained in this study is not much different from the literature that underlie this research which is \( 9.80665 \text{ m/s}^2 \).

V. CONCLUSION

1. A simple atwood machine can be used to measure the magnitude of earth’s gravitational acceleration.
2. The acceleration value of gravity obtained in this research is equal to \( (9.87 \pm 0.08) \text{ m/s}^2 \). The value obtained in this study is not much different from the literature that underlie this research which is \( 9.80665 \text{ m/s}^2 \).
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